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Abstract— A robust genetic circuit optimizer using Unscented
Transform and Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II is
presented. The algorithm provides significant decrease in compu-
tational cost compared to Monte Carlo method. This transform
permits the circuit performance uncertainties determination from
components uncertainties, thus, a search through robustness can
be done. Results shows reduced computational costs, the many
possibilities provided to circuit designer by the multi-objective
search and assumptions that can be done in a Doherty power
amplifier study with the optimizer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Implementation process have inherent tolerances and limi-

tations that always make the final product to have different

performance from the project. Electronic components have

tolerance ranges that results also in a uncertainty goals range.

To build robust circuits, it’s necessary to reduce the possible

performance range variation, making it less sensible as possi-

ble according to components uncertainties.

Despite the fact of all circuits behavior been equation

modeled, the presence of parasitics difficult the project and

even makes impossible an analytic optimization. The local

minimal problem in non-linear circuits makes gradient based

optimization to get stuck [1], so stochastic optimization tech-

niques are growing and giving remarkable results [2]–[5].

The uncertainty analysis makes the computational cost a

problem. Monte Carlo method is precise for many iterations

but it makes the time simulation cost unfeasible. Unscented

Transform (UT) [6], [7] arises as a promising technique to

cope this problem.

This research shows the union of UT and Non-dominated

Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) to give circuit de-

signers an optimization tool to better meet multi-objective

problems, robust circuits, get results in feasible time and to

carefully analyze all possible best circuits behavior.

This paper starts the presentation of genetic algorithm

NSGA-II, in section II, discussing non-dominant concept and

population evolution process. In section III, a brief explanation

of UT is done, then, in section IV, UT method for circuit

performance uncertainty is presented. Next, in section V, the

optimizer methodology shows using UT in conjunction to

NSGA-II. Section VI, presents the results and their analysis

are done in section VII. The paper is concluded in section

VIII and finally in section IX some remarks to future works

are done.

II. NSGA-II

NSGA-II is a non-domination based genetic algorithm for

multi-objective optimization [8]. It is a very effective algorithm

with elitism, low complexity and with better sorting algorithm

than last NSGA [8], [9].

Once the population is initialized, each individual (circuit)

is simulated and a fitness value is assigned to each objective

function. Based in the non-domination concept, individuals are

placed into each Pareto’s Front.

The first front is a completely non-dominant set in the

current population and the second front being dominated by

the individuals in the first front only, and next fronts follows

the same concept. A rank number is assigned to each front

for posterior individuals selection. Individuals in the top most

front has rank number 1, others in the second has rank number

2 and so on.

In addition to fitness value there is a parameter called

crowding distance. It’s a measure of how close an individual

is to its neighbors. Large crowding distance results in better

diversity in the population, so the multi-objective plane is

homogeneous covered.

Individuals are selected for reproduction using binary tour-

nament selection (SBX) crossover [10], [11] and polyno-

mial mutation [11], [12] based on the rank and crowding

distance. Individuals are selected if they have inferior rank

number (superior fronts) or if crowding distance is greater

than the other. The selected population generates offsprings

from crossover and mutation operators. Parent population and

offspring population are sorted again based on non-domination

and only N individuals (population size) are selected to the

next generation.



III. UNSCENTED TRANSFORM

The UT is a method to compute random variables statistics

that passes a non-linear transformation [6], [7]. The UT uses

a group of selected points (sigma points) and weights to

approximate a non-linear mapping.

The sigma points are fixed values inside the random variable

distribution. These fixed points passes through non-linear

transformation and final values are multiplied by weights.

With the transformed sigma points, the statistics of mean and

variance are computed.

The problem can be defined by an n-dimensional random

variable x with a defined probability distribution function,

with mean x̄, co-variance Pxx, that passes a non-linear

transformation y = g (x) [7], [13], [14], [16]. It’s desired

an approximation for the mean ȳ and covariance Pyy for

y random variable. From that transformation, it is possible

to get moments approximation of a continuous probability

distribution w (û) from the moments of a discrete distribution

wi. Thus, UT makes a discrete distribution with the same

moments of a continuous distribution after transformation.

This equality is showed in equation 1:
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Where û is the random variables set with known distribu-

tion, w (û) the continuous probability distribution function,

wi the discrete probability distribution function, Si the sigma

points and k the approximation order. After sigma points and

weights determination, the mean of g (x), Ḡ, is computed in

equation 2:

Ḡ = E
{

G(Ū + û)
}

=
∑

i

ωiG(Ū + Si) (2)

Variance of g (x) is computed in equation 3:

E
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(
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)2
}

=
∑

i

ωi(G(Ū + Si)− Ḡ)2 (3)

The distribution moments computation problem can be han-

dle by Monte Carlo method. UT is a new resolution approach

used for intensive search methods with high cost functions,

where the minimum number of simulations is needed.

IV. UNSCENTED TRANSFORM APPLICATION AND COST

REDUCTION ANALYSIS

To analyze the cost reduction, UT was applied and a

comparison with the Monte Carlo method was done. The

power-added efficiency (PAE) of a Doherty power amplifier

(Fig.1) was used as function y = g (x).
For these preliminary research results, a 1000 iteration

Monte Carlo was considered the most precise result and it was

used for base comparing (Table I) to a UT with four random

variables (x = [x1, x2, x3, x4]), with Taylor series truncation

in the second term. With these specifications, the sigma points

were computed with technique presented in [13] resulting in

the need of 25 simulations [15].

Table II shows the computed sigma points and it’s weights.

Method in [13] makes the first sigma point to have an almost

insignificant weight but it was maintained in the table for

showing the number of produced points with the technique.

Fig. 1. Optimized schematic

TABLE I

MONTE CARLO AND UT COMPARISONS WITH A MONTE CARLO 1000

ITERATION

Max Error(%) Min Error (%)

Mean Monte Carlo 500 1.422621426 0.052105018
Monte Carlo 100 2.633516331 0.07266602

Monte Carlo 25 6.75630089 0.480405393
UT 25 0.786531344 0.027630973

Std. dev. Monte Carlo 500 3.307979041 0.263539783
Monte Carlo 100 13.88537443 0.289326638

Monte Carlo 25 21.30773821 3.867651622
UT 25 3.249667183 0.054493952

The used circuit was a Doherty Lite power amplifier [17]

with transistors in push-pull configuration in each amplifier

(Fig.1). The first two transistors in Fig.1 make the main

amplifier and the last two, the peak amplifier. The four chosen

circuit random variables were the main amplifier gate bias

voltage SRC2 (x1), the peak amplifier bias gate voltage SRC3

(x2), the transmission line characteristic impedance TLIN3

before peak amplifier (x3) and the transmission line TLIN5

characteristic impedance before the load (load matching net-

work - x4). All four variables were modeled with normal

distribution and with a 5% tolerance from its nominal value.

Only four variables were chosen by hardware speed limita-

tions given that an UT to five variables needs 45 simulations

for each individual in the population, for each generation.

Results for more optimization variables goes to future work.

The specific circuit variables were chosen for been considered

the most sensible for Doherty performance [17].

All simulations were done in the Agilent Advanced Design

System, and for showing the computational cost reduction,

comparisons were done with 500, 100 and 25 Monte Carlo

iterations.



TABLE II

SIGMA POINTS AND WEIGHTS TO A FOUR VARIABLE UT

Sigma Points Weights

1 0 0 0 0 0
2 -1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069
3 1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069
4 -1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069
5 1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069
6 -1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069
7 1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069
8 -1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069
9 1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 0.0069

10 -1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
11 1.7321 -1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
12 -1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
13 1.7321 1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
14 -1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
15 1.7321 -1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
16 -1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
17 1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 1.7321 0.0069
18 1.7321 0 0 0 0.1111
19 0 1.7321 0 0 0.1111
20 0 0 1.7321 0 0.1111
21 0 0 0 1.7321 0.1111
22 -1.7321 0 0 0 0.1111
23 0 -1.7321 0 0 0.1111
24 0 0 -1.7321 0 0.1111
25 0 0 0 -1.7321 0.1111

Results show that with only 25 simulations, the UT was

capable to get better approximation than all other Monte

Carlo tests for mean and standard deviation. Fig.3 shows

the circuit power-added efficiency (PAE) uncertainty caused

by 5% tolerance in each normal random variable, computed

by UT. The PAE graph was computed with a power sweep

simulation, so the uncertainties were done for each output

power point. Performance variations were obtained along the

graph, so, Table I shows the maximum and the mininum

computed error.

V. CIRCUIT OPTIMIZATION METHOD

The proposed circuit optimization method is applied to

a prior projected circuit. Next, components for optimization

are chosen and their uncertainties are modeled by defining

its mean and standard deviation for a normal distribution

shape. Finally, a range variation for its mean is defined.

The parameters set to guide the NSGA-II are the number of

individuals, the max generation number (stop criterion), the

multi-objective function, cross-over and mutation percentage.

For presented results in this study, four variables were

chosen for optimizing (the same presented in section above).

Thus, 25 additional simulations are done for each individual

in the population to determine the possible variation in final

performance parameters (robustness parameter).The optimiza-

tion was done with 20 individual population, 20 maximum

generations, 90% cross-over and 10% mutation. So the entire

process take 10400 simulations (20x20x26). The final popu-

lation is compound by 20 individuals in the Pareto’s Front,

each having maximum crowding distance and not dominated

by none of all other individuals.

VI. RESULTS

A Doherty power amplifier was optimized and search goals

were applied in the PAE backoff region [17]. Three objectives

were defined for this optimization: mean PAE increasing,

backoff range increasing and robustness increasing (standard

deviation decreasing). To compare the results, a classic search

was done (search without the robustness parameter).

The PAE performance parameter for all circuits in each

population were plotted to give a vision of all possibilities

in the Pareto’s Front and to see the robustness parameter

acting in modifying the search. Fig.2 shows the robust and

classic optimization PAE population performance. Circuits

with higher backoff in the two optimizations are shown in

Fig.3 and compared in Table III.

Fig. 2. PAE population performance for robust (left) and classic (right)
optimization

Fig. 3. Circuits with higher backoff from robust (left) and classic (right)
optimization

VII. RESULT ANALYSES

Comparing individuals in each optimization type in Fig.2,

a first observation is the number of circuits with Doherty PAE

behavior. The robust optimization showed three graphs without

the constant PAE region and all circuits in classic optimization

showed this characteristic. This result were reached because

with the only four optimized variables, a greater robustness



could be founded in a behavior without the Doherty load-

pulling, and three circuits with Class AB/B behavior have gone

to Pareto’s Front.

Another note is that the robustness parameter has concen-

trated the results in Fig.2 (left). The classic search is blind for

the robust parameter, so, all circuits covered almost equally

spaced the PAE possible region. This indicates that there is a

link between the efficiency and robustness. Some projected

efficiency shapes are less probable to yield success in the

fabrication.

The robust search also shows efficiency for all circuits near

60% or more. The classic search shows results with constant

efficiency region starting from 45%. Thus, in the left part

of Fig.2, circuits with higher robustness and efficiency were

obtained.

The two circuits with higher backoff in each optimization

population are shown in Fig.3 and a clear difference in

robustness can be seen. Table III compares these two circuits.

The robust search have got a circuit with less backoff but with

more than 10% more mean efficiency in the backoff region.

The less standard deviation also shows its better robustness.

TABLE III

COMPARING ROBUST AND CLASSIC OPTIMIZATION

Robust Optimization Classic Optimization

PAE 59.54552 49.442863
Backoff 6.3979183 7.1720743

Std. dev. 5.2832879 6.9888298

VIII. CONCLUSION

The UT technique was presented to compute the circuit per-

formance uncertainties based in its components uncertainties.

Results were also validated with Monte Carlo method with

1000 iterations and comparisons were done. The demonstrated

cost reduction allowed the association of UT and NSGA-II to

create an optimizer guided by robustness.

This robust UT optimizer make a scan in the circuit perfor-

mance possibilities inside variables defined range. The search

guided by robustness parameter permits to study the circuit

behavior and to define circuits with better chances to been

successful implemented. This ability aides the circuit designer

to meet multi-restrictions, measure possible variations and to

avoid unexpected results from fabrication process.

IX. PERSPECTIVES FOR FUTURE WORKS

Future works aims to collect data for different components

standard deviations, probability distributions and to insert

component parasitics and more optimization variables, like,

transistors size and number of Doherty stages.
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